The author suggests that the ill-defined nature of human diseases is a little appreciated, nonetheless important contributor to persistent and high levels of diagnostic error. Furthermore, medical education's continued use of traditional, non-evidence based approaches to diagnostic training represents a systematic flaw likely perpetuating sub-optimal diagnostic performance in patients suffering from ill-defined diseases. This manuscript briefly describes how Learning Sciences findings elucidating how humans reason in the face of the uncertainty and complexity posed by ill-defined diseases might serve as guiding principles in the formulation of first steps towards a codified, 21st century approach to training and assessing the diagnostic capabilities of future health care providers.
Introduction
Growing awareness of persistently high levels of diagnostic error has led to increasing calls for new approaches to diagnostic training [1, 2] . Often, the proposed approaches are focused on increasing the clinicians' awareness of flaws (biases) associated with the heuristics (rules of thumb) believed to be a major contributor to diagnostic errors [3] . Curiously, one factor rarely brought forward in these discussions is a description of how the ill-defined or polymorphic nature of human diseases leads to the formulation of the heuristics believed to adversely affect diagnostic performance. Simply put, given that the vast majority of human diseases lack necessary and sufficient diagnostic criteria at the bedside [i.e., criteria meeting sets of clinical signs and symptoms (S/S)], clinicians are essentially forced to formulate the diagnostic heuristics likely to induce errors. This article has two purposes: to describe, in some detail, why the ill-defined nature of human diseases forces clinicians to formulate and use the heuristic shortcuts and biased strategies that may lead to diagnostic errors; and to introduce learning sciences principles that could inform the construction of new, evidence-based diagnostic training approaches for future health care providers.
Coming to appreciate the ill-defined nature of human diseases
During the formative years of medical training, instructors, reading assignments, and textbooks give students the general impression that diseases are readily diagnosable because patients present with 'characteristic' sets of S/S. Students come to understand that Disease A has one particular set of characteristic S/S, Disease B yet another set of S/S, and so on. The persistent portrayal of diseases as having characteristic S/S during pre-clinical training and testing activities reinforces the students' beliefs that their memorization is the foundation of diagnostic competence.
However, during encounters with real patients on rotations students begin to appreciate that a patient with Disease A, B, C, etc. rarely presents with all of their characteristic S/S. Given this growing realization, students likely begin searching for 'subsets' of these characteristics S/S in the hopes that they will serve as necessary and sufficient heuristics with which to match (rule-in) and distinguish (rule-out) the various diseases possibly causing the patient's presentation.
As a concrete example, imagine a student considering differentials such as myocardial infarction, dissecting thoracic aortic aneurysm, pulmonary embolus and pneumothorax in a patient presentation involving acute chest pain. Clearly, each of these differentials has their own somewhat uniquely characteristic S/S (e.g., dull, substernal chest pain for myocardial infarction; sharp, stabbing, piercing pain radiating to the back for dissecting aortic aneurysm, etc.). However, these same differentials also share a number of characteristic S/S such as sudden onset of pain and shortness of breath. How is a medical student to arrive at a diagnosis when a patient's presentation consists of both S/S that are somewhat uniquely associated with each of several of these differentials and other S/S which are shared across/common to several of these same differentials? How is their mentor to support that student in understanding how and why this patient's presenting S/S best matches one particular differential and/or are sufficient to infer one differential as the more likely diagnosis than the competing differentials? While answers to these questions remain important and yet elusive, by the time students become young clinicians, they have been gradually and perhaps unconsciously indoctrinated to believe that the formulation of largely idiosyncratic subsets of S/S serve as necessary and sufficient heuristics by which accurate diagnoses can be made at the bedside.
As a more general example, consider the situation wherein will not enable the students to readily and accurately diagnose the cases at hand. Somehow, health care providers become fairly proficient at dealing both with ill-defined diseases and the further complexity brought on when many of the S/S associated with these ill-defined diseases are shared, to varying degrees, with one or more of the diseases comprising the competing differentials for the problem at hand. While we should celebrate the health care provider's capacity to succeed in the face of these ambiguities, we must also remember that the diagnostic performance of contemporary practitioners leaves much to be desired. How should we train the next generation of clinicians so that they might achieve the level of diagnostic accuracy that patients and society already expect, but do not yet receive, from contemporary clinicians?
Steps towards the development of a learning sciences based approach to diagnostic training
The learning sciences are dedicated to achieving three broad goals: 1) defining the performance characteristics of competent individuals, 2) elucidating the knowledge base structures and intellectual skills enabling the transformation of novices into competent individuals, and 3) producing instructional design guidelines likely to optimize development of the knowledge base structures and intellectual skills leading to competence [4] .
What are the performance characteristics of competent diagnosticians?
Traditional medical curricula have long operated with the assumption that generalizable intellectual skills (e.g., critical reasoning, problem solving skills, higher order thinking) are the foundation of clinical competence. Generalizable skills which once developed, enable the attainment of high levels of diagnostic accuracy across a variety of patient problems and their associated disease differentials [5] . Contrary to this widely held belief are studies which have repeatedly demonstrated that the diagnostic performance of medical students and physicians varies: 1) across problems (e.g., a physician may diagnose case presentations of chest pain more accurately/competently than cases presenting with hematemesis or hematuria), 2) across diseases within a problem (e.g., for the problem of chest pain, diagnosing pericarditis more accurately/competently than pneumonia), and 3) as a function of the level of typicality associated with a given case. Typicality is the degree to which the S/S in a case of a disease reflects the characteristic or prototypical S/S associated with the disease. A prototypical case portrayal of pulmonary embolus is more likely to be correctly diagnosed than an atypical case portrayal of pulmonary embolus [6] [7] [8] [9] . Collectively, these three findings have led to the conclusion that diagnostic competence is largely predicated upon the strength of the individual's knowledge relevant to the specific problem, diseases, and level of typicality reflected in the case at hand, rather than exclusively dependent upon the development of generalizable intellectual skills [10] [11] [12] [13] .
What are the knowledge base structures and intellectual skills underlying the development of diagnostic competence?
In studies involving the development of competence and expertise, Ericsson observed that a training environment consisting of 'multiple focused practice opportunities and deliberate feedback' reliably expedited the transformation of novices into competent performers [14, 15] . Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been used to explain how a learning environment consisting of an iterative cycle of stimuli and corrective feedback leads to adjustments in the neural units' weighted response to future instances and thereby, gradual performance improvements. This research provides a compelling metaphor describing how human neural networks achieve performance improvements. That is, multiple practice opportunities and feedback lead to gradual neural weighting adjustments which over time, increase the likelihood of a correct response in subsequent exposures to similar stimuli [16] .
More recently, learning sciences researchers have suggested that dual processing (System 1 and System 2) theories can provide a deeper understanding of the types of knowledge base structures and intellectual skills (information processing mechanisms) resulting from multiple, deliberate practice opportunities and focused feedback [17] . In regards to knowledge base structures, these theories suggest that the development of diagnostic competence occurs via the accumulation and storage of multiple case instances of a given disease, and, the ongoing reformulation of an increasingly robust representation of the most salient S/S useful for ruling in/out a given disease. The internalized representations of prior case instances, and, the weighting rules associated with the most salient S/S for a given disease comprise, respectively, the core knowledge bases used by non-analytical (pattern recognition) processes, and analytical (rule-based) processes utilized during differential diagnosis.
Learning sciences principles that can inform the construction of future diagnostic training programs
Current approaches to diagnostic training do not enable medical students to reliably diagnose case vignettes similar to ones previously solved [18, 19] . In medical education, this problem is referred to as the 'content' or 'case specificity' phenomenon while in the learning sciences, it is referred to it as the 'transfer problem' [20] . Fortunately, there is body of literature suggesting a strategy of training to support transfer: focus on a single problem and its multiple causes, and, use multiple practice opportunities followed by immediate performance assessment and corrective feedback. In diagnostic training, such a strategy would enable the construction of the knowledge base structures (i.e., stored cases and disease/feature weighting rules) theorized as underlying transfer, and subsequently lead to improvements in diagnostic performance [21] [22] [23] . In medical education, researchers have demonstrated that both human [24] and computer-mediated [25] instructional activities focused on a single problem and its associated diseases, multiple practice opportunities, and immediate feedback supports diagnostic transfer even in the face of ill-defined diagnostic criteria [25] .
The author has utilized this evolving understanding of the ill-defined nature of diseases, the evolution of diagnostic competence, and dual processing related models of mind, to formulate three learning sciences principles that can inform the construction of future diagnostic training programs. First, given that diagnostic competence is knowledge-based and problem-and disease-specific, construct problem-focused diagnostic instructional modules that provide learners with the knowledge most relevant to the specific problem (e.g., acute chest pain) and the diseases associated with that problem. Second, in the context of problem-focused instructional modules, provide students with multiple practice opportunities against cases representing the problem's core disease differentials, and arrange those cases along a typicality gradient (from easy to hard). Practice against multiple case portrayals of decreasing typicality (increasing atypicality) would serve as a basis for incremental adjustments in disease/feature weighting rules enabling the gradual development of transfer capabilities against easy (typical) cases to increasingly more difficult (less typical) case portrayals. Third, provide disease-and case-specific feedback sufficient to expedite the construction of a knowledge base consisting of increasing numbers of case instances and continually refined disease/feature weighting rules.
Conclusions
The author suggests that the ill-defined nature of human diseases is a root cause of persistent and high levels of diagnostic error in that it essentially forces practitioners to formulate largely idiosyncratic heuristics with their own inherent flaws and biases. Further, there is little evidence to suggest that contemporary approaches to training and assessing diagnostic capabilities are predicated upon a codified, learning sciences-derived approach to diagnostic reasoning. Subsequently, the persistence of higher than acceptable levels of diagnostic error would appear to be the outcome of a systematically flawed approach to training and assessing diagnostic capabilities caused by medicine's adherence to traditional, non-evidence based approaches to education. The author suggests that learning sciences findings elucidating the factors contributing to the development of diagnostic competence, and models of how humans reason in the face of uncertainty and complexity (i.e., Dual Processing theories), be utilized as a set of guiding principles in formulating the first steps towards a codified, 21st century approach to training and assessing the diagnostic capabilities of future health care providers.
